Register of projects of the Inclusive Arts programme,
with which the grant agreement was signed by the decision of the UCF Supervisory Board

№

1

Project
number

540615

Project type

Individual Projects

Sector

Performing arts

Project name

Social-Artistic Event
“Destined for Happiness”

Blindman is a publishing
and exhibition inclusive
project

2

540645

Individual Projects

Literature and
publishing

3

540836

Individual Projects

Performing arts Inclusion in Harmony 2019

4

540918

Individual Projects

Visual arts

Name of the applicant
organization

NGO «Association of
mothers of children аnd
adults with disabilities аs a
result of intellectual and
рhysical disorders st. Kyiv
«Sun ray»

Charitable organization
Charitable foundation
“Mystetskyi Arsenal”

ГО «Всеукраїнське
об'єднання
"Розвиток.Розвиток"»

Treasures of Culture for All
People

FIGHT FOR RIGHT NGO

Name of the partner
organisation

Project description

Social-Artistic Event “Destined for Happiness” is a theatrical
performance involving 11 artistic groups, whose members are
disabled artists and integrated groups. This year event “Destined
for Happiness” restores its international status, having invited
integrated theatrical groups from Belarus, Lithuania and Poland to
participate. Ukraine will be represented by the theatres from
Kyiv,Lutsk,Lviv,Odesa,Rivne,Sumy,Kharkiv,Kherson. The goal of
the event is to detect and develop the creative potential of
children and youth with special needs in their psychophysical and
intellectual development.
Blindman is the first Ukrainian inclusive project in the format of a
graphic novel which presenting a story about a blind person.
Ukrainian-language graphic novel with plane-graphic and Braille
printings conceived as a book, posters and sculptures. The
program members are creative communities and educators that
develop opportunities for an inclusive society in Ukraine. Project
presentations includes art exhibitions in Kyiv and Kharkiv. The
project also cooperating with cultural institutions, planning to
integrate the graphic novel into museum educational programs.

The project "Inclusion in Harmony 2019" will be the continuation
of the successful project «Inclusion in Harmony» from last year.
Within the framework of the project, it is planned to hold
inclusive performances with participation of both previous and
new collectives and talented individuals with disabilities in new
cities, that are Rivne and Khmelnytsky, and we will continue to
promote the integration of people with disabilities into the
cultural and artistic sector.

The blind people in Ukraine are deprived of the opportunity to
realize their cultural rights equally due to the lack of accessibility
in the sphere of culture, in particular, artistic works in the
accessible formats to them. Within the project, 30 inclusive
unique (tactile, in Braille, and colored and flat-printed) albums
will be created: 1st inclusive album - "Invaluable treasures of
culture of Ukraine", 2nd - "Invaluable treasures of culture of the
world". Albums will be distributed free of charge throughout
Ukraine to schools where blind children are studying.

Duration of the project

Place of project
realization

Requested grant
sum from UCF in
UAH

01.08.19

31.10.19

Kyiv

452 960,00

01.07.19

30.09.19

Kyiv, Kharkiv

499 922,00

01.08.19

31.10.19

Rivne,
Khmelnytsky

433 940,00

04.07.19

31.10.19

Kyiv, Odesa,
Kharkiv, Lviv, Lutsk

464 872,80

5

6

7

8

540922

541053

542212

542279

Individual Projects Cultural heritage

Individual Projects

Individual Projects

Visual arts

Performing arts

YOV Kondzelevych

“World as Children See”

542714

Trade union “Together for
Everyone”

NGO PLATFORM OF
THEATRICAL INITIATIVES
(PTI)

National historicalarchitectonic museum
“The Fortress of Kyiv”

The project is aimed at adaption of the museum space and touristexcursion activities for fulfilling the inclusive tasks of the social
development via cultural legacy. The informative and
demonstrative stand will be installed with a special cover for
tactile perception of the contour of the nearby fortress edifices. It
is planned to provide the guide-books for the territory and
exposition of the Kyiv fortress printed in Braille, 3D models of the
museum`s subjects and structures for tactile perception;
development of the museum tours led by the blind guide for blind
visitors and mutual enrichme

Individual Projects Cultural heritage

Individual Projects

Performing arts

Theater of special people

Perception of children with special needs differs from world
perception of the bulk of people. Attracting such children to
reflect environment, society, family by means of art will
contribute not only to their social integration, but also to
development of foundations of tolerant inclusive society,
stimulate public attention to inclusive art and promote it in
Ukraine. Society needs to understand and perceive a special world
view of special children. Project will involve 150children and
social groups, their families, artists, educators. who gain
experience in culture inclusion.
The performance "Three Little Foxes" for children 3-9 years old,
built on folk Ukrainian fairy tales, suggests that children with
different peculiarities of perception will be able to watch and
enjoy it. The project team is undergoing special training on
understanding inclusiveness and child perception. Exactly with
this knowledge that performance is developed and put on the
stage. It is also anticipated that the actors will be directly visiting
some several families with children with disabilities in their
birthday at home with specially designed games and greetings.

Inclisive play for children
"Three Foxes"

Fortress without barriers

9

NGO «17»

To transform the Museum of the Volyn Icon and the National
Museum of A. Sheptytsky into accessible spaces for people with
disabilities and to promote the heritage of Yov Kondzelevych,
ukrainian baroque icon painter. Using photogrammetry, 3D
scanning, 3D printing to create a 3D tactile relief exposition of the
Bogorodchany iconostasis and the icon of Christ the Almighty. To
implement learnings on providing support to people with
disabilities for employees of Lviv cultural institutions and to
create web-site with works of painter for people with impaired
locomotor apparatus and lying patients.

Ivano - Frankivsk city
center for social and
psychological
rehabilitation of children
and young people with
functional restrictions
"Dyvosvit"

The "Special People's Theater" project involves the writing script
that takes into account the possibilities and limitations of the
theater participants and at the same time presents them with
tasks that will require the development of new skills, the
formation of autonomy, training attention, memory. An
important contribution to overcoming the stigmatization of
persons with disabilities, the creation of a platform for their
creative implementation and self-presentation will be carried out
at the expense of conducting a charitable review of the
performance for all interested in the theater.

01.07.19

31.10.19

Lutsk, Lviv

487 520,21

15.07.19

31.10.19

Chernivtsi

370 288,00

01.07.19

31.10.19

Kharkiv

494 304,00

26.06.19

31.10.19

Kyiv

496 700,00

01.07.19

20.10.19

Ivano-Frankivsk

144 961,64

10

11

12

13

14

543010

543501

543539

543545

543553

Individual Projects

Individual Projects

Individual Projects

Individual Projects

Individual Projects

Literature and
publishing

Visual arts

Performing arts

Performing arts

Audial arts

NATIVE LULLABY

Equal opportunities for
everyone

Nongovernmental
organization “Beehive of
ideas”

29.07.19

31.10.19

Kyiv

423 185,00

There are 3008 children with disabilities living in Odessa, as well
as families who bring up children with peculiarities of
development. In addition to the rehab centers, they have no place
to apply for socialization. Therefore, we decided to organize a
space for communication and exchange of experience. Children
with limited opportunities and lack of communication will
discover a new world where they will be able to play, create and
communicate with other children. Master classes will open up
interesting opportunities for parents to interact with their child.

15.07.19

15.10.19

Odesa

66 300,00

On the basis of the children's inclusive theater "Perfeco in Kilaba"
by the method of "Principalization of the root" and the author's
method of work on proinclusive or the method "Reverse
Inclusion" with the involvement of tutors from theresource
regional center and the actors - the leaders of the theater
"MonoPhon" to create creative conditions for the process of
developing skills, certain actor's skills and collecting material for
writing a script for a definite artistic theme of the play and
producing a quality cultural product - "Lullaby for the Dragon"
performance.

01.07.19

31.10.19

Vyshhorod

452 439,90

"DJERELA" CHARITY
ASSOCIATION FOR
PERSONS WITH
INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY

Creation and demonstration of interactive performance with the
participation of people with intellectual disabilities, who are the
members of the NGO “Djerela” social and interactive theater. The
performance is focused on the UN Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities based on their own stories. Besides,
developed will be the methodical recommendations on
preparation of an interactive performance with the participation
of people with intellectual disabilities and posting them on
“Djerela” website; shooting and installation of 2 video clips

01.07.19

31.10.19

Kyiv, Boguslav

413 360,00

Lviv Regional Branch of AllUkrainian Public
Organization "Ukrainian
Union of Invalids - USI"

The production of phonograms and the recording of the album
author Christmas songs called "The Fairy Tale on White Paws". All
songs will be sung by blind children aged 7 to 14 who live in
different cities of Ukraine, lead singer of vocal group "Pikkardiyska
Tertsia" Yaroslav Nudyk. It is planned to produce 1000 copies of
the album and provide its public promotion. The project will not
only create a quality and non-standard inclusive product, but also
open the names of talented blind children who have all the
chances to become the future glory of Ukraine.

01.07.19

31.10.19

Lviv

484 290,00

All-Ukrainian NGO "Our
children"

The performance of the
Department of Culture,
children’s inclusive theater Nationalities and Religions
« Perfeco in Kilaba»
of Vyshgorod District State
«Lullaby for the Dragon»
Administration

Social-interactive play
"What about human
rights?" Based on the
"United Nations
Convention on the Rights
of Persons with
Disabilities".

"The Fairy Tale on White
Paws"

The main idea of the project is socialization and national
identification of disabled children in inclusive space which
includes disabled and normotypic children as well as children
from national minorities of Ukraine, through one of the best
sample of musical art. The project envisages the recording of the
album with lullabies in the languages of the peoples living on the
territory of Ukraine, the cycle of lessons "The world in your
palms". According to the results of the conducted lessons, it is
supposed to issue a book with lyrics and including Braille font,
and children’s illustrations.

15

16

17

18

19

20

543557

543565

543580

543587

543592

543597

Individual Projects

Individual Projects

Individual Projects

Individual Projects

Individual Projects

Performing arts

Performing arts

Performing arts

Visual arts

Performing arts

Individual Projects Cultural heritage

“Mazal Tov” Jewish
Community Centre of
Zaporizhzhya

The aim of the project: 40 people with disabilities of the Equal
Opportunities Club from Zaporizhzhya with the support and
participation of specialists and volunteers from Sumy and
Zaporizhzhya will prepare accessible venues and present a gallery
of creative works, a series of creative meetings and master
classes, a theatrical performance, the final bright performance for
the International Day of People with Disabilities.

01.08.19

31.10.19

Zaporizhia

304 867,50

Charitable Fund ‘JewishUkrainian Social Initiative’

Aim – to provide special artists with equal opportunities of
participation in contemporary public cultural life. The project
introduces an inclusive mutual artistic therapy model benefitting
people with disabilities and members of wider community. The
core actions are three staged performative events developed by
inclusive art groups in Kyiv, L’viv and Odesa. The groups engage in
creativity, inspiring each other by exchanging experiences, and
jointly create interactive performances that imply involvement of
guests as co-actors. Project progress is covered online and by the
media.

01.07.19

31.10.19

Kyiv, Lviv, Odesa

483 507,60

MYKOLAYIV ACADEMIC
REGIONAL PUPPET
THEATER

"Creation and rental of the inclusive puppetplay Mowgly.
Project aimed to the active involvenment of deaf and hearing
impared persons in cultiral life also to education of tolerant
attitude of society to them.
""We be of one blood, ye and I"" - is performene titular idea and
messege of it.
Ordinary performest also will understand this performens.
After it a joint event will be held, aimed to the social adaptation
of people with hearing impairments."

30.07.19

27.10.19

Mykolaiv

497 714,38

"LIFE WITHOUT FILTER".
Involving people with
International Charity
disabilities to cultural life Organization “MESSENGER
through the art of
OF PEACE”
photography.

LIFE WITHOUT FILTERS" - a project aimed to promote the active
involvement of Ukrainian people with disabilities in cultural life
through the photography popularization. The photo is a simple
and multi-faceted way of self-realization, professional
development, manifestation of personal talents and a special
vision of the world. The national photo contest will unite
Ukrainian amateur photographers with disabilities, and the best
pictures will be presented to the public. A series of workshops will
create skills for people with disabilities with photos in Kyiv.

01.08.19

31.10.19

Kyiv, Mostyshche
of Kyiv region

412 598,80

Inclusive Theater "Hear the
NGO «Let`s Grow Healthy»
World"

15 children (7 of them with hearing impairments) of age 8-11
from different regions of Ukraine will gather in camp near Kyiv to
create a theater play “To hear the World”. For 18 days
professional directors, actors and animators along with arttherapists will be helping children to gain unique experience in
self-development, society integration, and tolerance. “To hear the
World” will be presented in Kyiv Young Spectator's Theatre, and
then will travel through Ukrainian regions. This project`s goal is to
draw attention to problems of people with hearing impairments
and promote ideas of inclusio

21.07.19

21.09.19

Kyiv

479 028,00

National historical and
The exhibition project “The
cultural reserve
Chyhyryn sensation”
“Chyhyryn”

The project “The Chyhyryn sensation” has the main aim to
popularize the art of the potter-veteran of ATO Yeievhen
Postupailo, as the example of the successful self-realization and
support for the persons, who came back from thet erritory of he
military action. The aim of the project is the sustention of the
master-veteran of ATO. He has reached the new degree of his
creation over the past two years. The project implies the
exhibitions and master-classes of pottery

26.06.19

31.10.19

Kyiv, Cherkasy,
Kremenchug

172 500,00

Inclusive Marathon
"Creativity Without Limits"

Inclusive cultural and art
intervention ‘Chain
Reaction of Inspiration’

Not a feature but a
personality!

21

22

23

24

25

543599

543605

543609

543616

543622

Individual Projects

Individual Projects

Individual Projects

Individual Projects

Cultural and
creative industries

Performing arts

Inclusive EDU CAMP

"To see with the heart" artistic measures for
people with visual
impairment

Cultural and
Modern inclusive creative
creative industries studio for youth "MICS 4U"

Literature and
publishing

Cultural and
Individual Projects
creative industries

Comic book for teens
"Friends 2.0"

nclusive educationalartistic camp «Art without
limits» and a series of
exhibitions of inclusive art
in the city of Zaporizhzhia

NGO Cultural Geographies

Inclusive EDU CAMP is a series of educational and artistic events
aimed at empowering employees in the cultural sector to expand
their experience and tools for developing inclusiveness and
engagement of artists and audiences with disabilities. Participants
will get acquainted with the activities of organizations that
successfully implement the principles of inclusiveness in their
work, establish cooperation and develop practical guidelines for
the development of an inclusive environment for the integration
of artists and audiences with disabilities, alongside creating
inclusive exposition.

29.07.19

10.10.19

Kyiv

480 701,00

Zhytomyr regional nongovernmental organization
(NGO) "Zhytomyr Regional
Union of Culture and Arts
of the Disabled"

The project is aimed at attracting blind people to visual artistic
events. Through the word, music, emotions, convey the idea of
wri ng ar s c works, the senses of ar sts, their vision of the
world. Specialists of cultural institutions teach the skills of audio
discourse and the ability to organize activities for such a category.
The events will involve artists, poets, musicians, bioenergetics,
who, together with the blind participants, will create an
interesting cultural product. We can not teach the blind to see,
but we can help to live in this world without limitations.

19.07.19

19.10.19

Zhytomyr,
Khmelnitsky, Lutsk,
Opishnaya

305 273,42

Communal Institution
"Chernihiv Oblast Youth
Center" of Chernihiv
Regional Council

The project envisages the creation of an inclusive creative studio
for young people, “MICS 4U”, based in the Chernihiv Oblast Youth
Center. The purpose of the studio is to create a space for young
people with disabilities to participate in programs focused on
their interests and socialization, social activity, self-development,
self-esteem, and self-realization. Our project involves working
with young people with disabilities in four areas: blogging and
social work, video blogging, painting and graphic design. The
studio will continue to work following the completion of the
project.

01.07.19

31.10.19

Chernigiv

401 889,78

LTD “KIWI STUDIO”

"In the project, the book-comic book for teenagers ""Friends 2.0""
will feature inclusive stories about children:
- a boy with hearing impairments, taught by a girlfriend to dance
a heart attack;
- the amputee girl who continued to engage in sports after the
car accident;
- a boy with Down syndrome, who comes to a theatrical studio
and plays the role of the sun;
- a teenager who could not learn to play the guitar and taught
him with a visual impairment, etc.
This will be the first comic book in Ukraine dedicated to the topic
of inclusion."

15.07.19

11.10.19

Kyiv, Olexandria,
Lviv

450 512,20

NGO «Zaporizhzhia Roma
centre «Lacho Drome»

The project aims to create a unique, inclusive multicultural,
multinational platform that will promote inclusiveness of people
with disabilities, representatives of vulnerable groups (including
national minorities) in public life by creating an inclusive
educational and artistic camp in which participants will be able to
develop, improve, present their talents, create innovative cultural
products, which after the completion of the camp will be
presented at exhibitions and the final event, which will provide a
subject cartoon of inclusive art in society.

01.08.19

31.10.19

Zaporizhia,
Primorsk

494 672,00
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27

28

29

30

543626

543627

543636

543640

543641

Individual Projects

Individual Projects

Individual Projects

Individual Projects

Cultural and
creative industries

Performing arts

Literature and
publishing

Literature and
publishing

Individual Projects Cultural heritage

Inclusion in Museum

Kharkiv Regional
Foundation “Public
Alternative”

Creation of inclusive audio guides (adapted for blind people) and
audio guides in foreign languages for 3 museums in Kharkiv and
region (Kharkiv Art Museum, its branch in Parkhomivka and G.S.
Skovoroda's Literary and Memorial Museum in Skovorodinovka)
and information materials about selected exhibits of museums an
enlarged font for people with reduced vision in different
languages. Training museum workers, guides and cultural workers
to work with people with disabilities, improving community
collaboration and learning the skills of protecting cultural rights.

“White Cube: Theater
beyond sounds”

NON-GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATION „CENTER
FOR CIVIL INITIATIVES “WE
ARE TOGETHER”

Deaf and partially deaf children in Ukraine are very limited to
executed their culture rights because of informational isolation,
language barrier and stereotypes about people with disabilities in
the society. The project “White Cube: Thater beyond sounds” is
aimed to build bridges of trust and friendship between people
with and without disabilities.

01.07.19

31.10.19

Kyiv, Vinnytsia,
Odesa

432 703,15

Limited Liability Company
«NIAR»

The project envisages the creation of a cultural product - the
publication of the book on ecological orientation "Eco tales"
author Olena Kryzhanovskaya in order to create favorable and
affordable conditions for children with deep visual impairment
with an inclusive form of training equal opportunities in access to
high quality secondary education by providing access to
information through reading books in Braille. Authors' series
OlenaKryzhanovskaya "Ecological fairy tales" broadens the world
of readers, giving in fabulous form natural scientific facts and
enhances ecological consciousness.

15.07.19

30.09.19

Kyiv, the whole
territory of
distribution

374 466,00

Individual entrepreneur
Kapranova Inna

Neal Hasevich is the main artist of the UPA. He lost his leg in his
youth, but despite this, he became a fighter for Ukraine, spent 10
years in the kryivkas and died in a battle with emhebists in 1952.
The project envisages the creation of an action-oriented novel,
the main hero of which is Hasevich. The project is planned to be
distributed among the disabled and war veterans through the
State Service for Affairs of War Veterans and Participants in the
Antiterrorist Operation (ATO)

15.07.19

15.10.19

Chayki Kyiv region

179 000,00

The Khmelnitsky regional
library for children of T.
Shevchenko

"The project was created to promote works of the writer with
disability Oksana Radushynska and availability of inclusivity books
for visually impaired children. The project’s task is to create an
audiobook about the teenage girl is in the wheelchair. This
audiobook will beconverted into the DAISY format and posted on
the First Ukrainian Daisy-library Internetresource.
The audiobook will be posted on the platform of the First online
library of audiobooks of Ukrainian’s project ""Listen"" and on the
website of regiona llibrary; it will contribute to the widespread
availability of this product."

15.07.19

31.10.19

Khmelnitsky, Lviv

93 557,85

Formation of ecological
culture in people with
negligence by publishing
"Ecological fairy tales" in
Braille font.

The novel about Neal
Hasevich

“Special book for special
children”

15.07.19

31.10.19

Kharkiv,
Parkhomivka,
Skovorodinovka
Kharkiv region

327 440,00
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543642

Individual Projects

Cultural and
creative
industries

Open Kyiv Regional Festival
"Talent Without Borders"

543645

Individual Projects

543648

Inclusive website of the
Khanenko Museum.
Adapting and reworking of
the art museum’s official
Individual Projects Cultural heritage
website in accordance with
the newest
recommendations of web
accessibility WCAG 2.1.

543650

543654

Individual Projects

Individual Projects

Performing arts

Visual arts

Audial arts

IMPRESS AND INSPIRE

Public organization of
persons with disabilities
"Vidguk".

" The Talent Without Borders Festival is a two-day event for both
children and adults with disabilities. There will be represented :
Section 1 “Exhibition Art” (nominations: Drawing, Embroidery,
other ).
- 2 “Pen Masters” (nominations: Lyrics, Humour,other).
- 3 “Singing Souls” (nominations: Composers, Vocalist, other).
- 4 “Super-plus” (nominations: others not included in the
previous sections).
A Website will provide permanent remote functioning of the
project and informational coverage about the project within
Ukraine and beyond."

01.09.19

31.10.19

Bucha

411 787,00

VARASH CITY CENTER FOR
COMPLEX REHABILITATION
FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH
DISABILITIES
Z.A.MATVIIENKO

"The project proposes to conduct an educational campaign and
create a number of artistic events, participants of which are
creative children and teens, including children with a special
needs, who by their own example show success in art, and inspire
others.
Two stages:
1.The artistic evening «Impress and Inspire»: theatrical show,
photo exhibition, art products. Participants and artists with a
special needs, actors of amateur workshops, well-known
inhabitants of the city.
2.Video clip creation — overcoming stereotypes, educational
activities on equality of rights."

01.08.19

31.10.19

Varash

373 852,74

The Bohdan and Varvara
Khanenko National
Museum of Arts

In the project the Khanenko Museum website will be adapted in
accordance with the newest recommendations of web
accessibility WCAG 2.1. The result will be the first museum
website in Ukraine created according to the international
standards of the Inclusive IT-design, aimed at providing maximum
access to the web content for users with diverse disabilities. The
new website will serve as a model for other cultural institutions in
Ukraine. The website will be also completed with inclusive English
version that will make the museum’s cultural resource accessible
to people with disabilities worldwide

11.07.19

31.10.19

Kyiv

374 056,40

56 195,00

473 479,00

Communal
Creative studio for children
systitution«Inclusivewith special educational resourcfulcentre»NovySan
needs
zhary District Counsil of
Poltava region

Accessible Films for Blind
and Deaf Viewers

NGO Lviv Academy for
Human Righst

This project aims at developing creative abilities of disabled
children through Art and Graphic teaching. Such children have
unusual visualization of themselves and their surroundings.
Hence, our main task is to teach disabled children to express their
feelings, thoughts and ideas through Art. Moreover we want our
society to get aquainted with unique abilities of the disabled rids.
Besides the applying of art-methods will promote not only the
revealing of individual possibilities of an every disabled child but it
will also create both harmonic emotional and psycho-therapeutic
effects.

29.07.19

31.10.19

Novi Sanzhari,
Nehvorosha, Mala
Pereshepina,
Drabinivka,
Rudenkivka
Poltava region

Accessible Films for Blind and Deaf Viewers aims to bring closer
the film culture in Ukraine to blind and deaf people and to raise
the issue of the availability of accessible and inclusive movies
among filmmakers and film owners. As part of the project, the
first TV series in Ukraine will be made accessible for blind viewers
on one of the top-rated TV-channels in the country; the Odessa
International Film Festival will become inclusive for the first time
in its history for blind and deaf people, and a film of social
importance will be made available in accessible formats. This
project will

01.07.19

31.10.19

Kyiv, Odesa
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543664

543666

543678

553582

Individual Projects

Literature and
publishing

Individual Projects Cultural heritage

Individual Projects

National
Cooperation
Projects

Performing arts

Performing arts

Inclusive Readings

The Ice Age School: an
educational museum
program for children with
disabilities.

Inclusive multidiscipline
eco-performance „The
View”

Social and art project
"Space of opportunities"

International Charity
Foundation "GermanyUkraine Partners Network"

State Museum of Natural
History of The National
Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine

NGO “Academy of
Ukrainian Youth”

Poltava akademical
regional puppet theatre

"A series of educational initiatives for design, publishing
community and a wide variety of middle-aged people with special
needs for the development of an inclusive book art.
With all our efforts, we will create a digital platform for the
Inclusive Crowdsourcing Library, which will be able to deliver a
limited number of books throughout Ukraine with the help of
Crowdsourcing, to turn back after reading to other readers."

Within the framework of the project, based on the permanent
exhibition "TheIce Age", the SMNH of the NAS of Ukraine will
create a museum educational program for children with
disabilities: children with hearing and vision impairments,
children with peculiarities of development . With the help of
consultative support of the pedagogues and collegues will be
provided: filling the exhibition with objects for inclusion, creating
and helding natural history demonstration programs and special
excurtions. These will give disabled the opportunity to cover all
the content of the exposition.
Inclusive multidiscipline eco-performance „The View” aims at
realisation of creative potential of people with visual impairments
and creating a quality artwork in collaboration with professional
young artists. The idea of the performance is to offer the
audience the view of everyday reality phenomenon of people who
lack visual perception compared to those who are oriented
toward the visual channel of the worldview. The project also
draws attention to ecological issues and becomes a space for
implementation of innovation art (upcycling) for scenography and
scenery.
The social and art project “Space of Opportunities” was created
by Poltava Academic Regional Puppet Theater in partnership with
“Kharkiv Theater Center” charity foundation. The aim of the
Kharkiv Charitable
project is adapting theatre to the needs of children with
Foundation "Kharkiv Theater disabilities. The project being based on the Poltava Puppet
Center"
Theater, will provide creation of a sensory room as an additional
tool for working with special children, interactive performances,
and also organization of a seminar-training “Theater and
Inclusion”

29.07.19

31.10.19

Kharkiv, Kharkiv
region

488 070,08

10.07.19

31.10.19

Lviv

302 284,94

01.08.19

31.10.19

Lviv

422 000,00

26.06.19

31.10.19

Poltava, Kharkiv

569 036,78

15 046 237,17

